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ABSTRACT
In this article, I examine the use of social media by parents involved in cases
of international parental abduction to and from Japan, with a focus on cases
of abduction to Japan. I argue that the use of social media in these cases is
a symptom of and a counter to a legal system which has been outpaced by
changes in society, particularly the creation and dissolution of international
families. This article discusses a number of case studies of social media usage
and locates these in the context of the contemporary Japanese legal system.
While not ignoring the nefarious potential of social media usage, I come
to a positive assessment of its use in cases of international parental child
abduction involving Japan. I also question how its utility will change over
time, depending on the legal system’s ability to adapt to societal changes and
expectations.
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INTRODUCTION
Every character and function that interactive digital media facilitates can be
seen as double-sided, where the dark side inevitably connects to the light.
(Åkerström 2015, 120)

The advent of social media has affected almost every aspect of contemporary
life. The political and legal spheres concerned with creating policy for control
and implementing these policies through law are still coming to grips with
how their work is changing in the wake of new forms and unprecedented levels
of social communication. At times, the heightened level of social connection
produced by social media aids policy making and justice; at other times, it
complicates and disrupts.
The area of human rights offers many examples of the complicated intersection
between legal and political processes and the use of social media. For example,
social media was lauded for its role in the democratic uprisings known as the
‘Arab Spring’ in the Middle East and North Africa region in 2011, where it
provided freedom of expression and a means of organising in otherwise tightly
controlled societies (see Khondker 2011; Joseph 2012). Even so, others have
argued that social media can be used as an insidious form of social control
and surveillance by state agencies (see Morozov 2011; Fuchs et al. 2012).
One human rights issue which has become more prominent in an increasingly
connected and internationalised1 world is that of cross-border child custody
issues and, in particular, international parental child abduction.2 This paper
examines the issue of cross-border parental child abduction (‘international
parental child abduction’) involving Japanese nationals. In particular, it
considers the role that social media plays in cases of international parental
child abduction, which are by their very nature emotionally charged and often
politically and legally complex.
I argue that custody laws in Japan are being outpaced by changes in society.
That is, the legal system is struggling to address issues arising from the union
and dissolution of international families which are now common in Japanese
society, as well as the increasingly vocal refusal of parents, Japanese and
non-Japanese alike, to be excluded from their children’s lives after divorce.3

1 Th is paper adopts the explanation of internationalisation proffered by Breaden and Stevens (2014, 4) as a
“conscious and often intentional” process in which the action is the focus, as opposed to globalisation, in
which the product is the focus. Th is theoretical basis seems most appropriate in the context of cross-border
relationships as acts of internationalisation, albeit in a globalised world.
2 International parental child abduction is also a human rights issue, from the viewpoint of many Western
family law systems that it is “largely unquestionable” that most children benefit from an “ongoing, warm and
available involvement of both parents, in a climate of well-managed interparental confl ict” (McIntosh 2009, 389;
see also Jaffe 2014). While it is out of the scope of this paper, of relevance is the discussion as to the existence
of human rights (see Mégret 2011, 200–204), as well as whether parents can be regarded as having rights with
respect to their children (as opposed to duties and obligations) (see Austin 2013).
3 A Tokyo Family Court committee meeting in December 2011 recognised that visitation cases handled by the
Japanese family courts between 1999 and 2010 had increased 3.6 times, and the proportion of applications made
through the Japanese family courts by fathers had also increased from 53% to 66% in that time (Supreme Court
of Japan 2011, 3–4). The committee noted various reasons for the increase in applications for visitation by fathers
after divorce: an increase in the overall number of divorces, the changing role of the father and the increase in
the number of households where mothers and fathers split the management of the household and child-rearing,
and a change in societal views about the importance of visitation by the non-custodial parent (Supreme Court of
Japan 2011, 4–6).
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As the legal system does not keep pace with social developments, social media
is utilised by concerned parties to help fill the gap: to document their cases,
call for support and sway public opinion, and potentially disrupt the status
quo on custody issues.
The relationship between social media and the advancement of human rights
is complex, multi-layered and still emerging. It is a relationship which is
double-sided, as suggested by Åkerström (2015) above. While not ignoring
the tension in this relationship and the “dark side” (2015, 120) of mass digital
communication, I argue for an ultimately optimistic assessment of the role of
social media in international parental child abduction cases involving Japan,
as it can assist parties involved to at least partially fill the gaps in the available
legal remedies. I also recognise the changing legal landscape in Japan and
suggest that the role of social media in international parental abduction cases
may alter over time.

INTERNATIONAL PARENTAL CHILD ABDUCTION AS A JAPANESE
STUDIES ISSUE: THE LEGAL “BLACK HOLE” OF JAPAN
Parental child abduction occurs when one parent removes their child or
retains them in breach of the other parent’s rights of custody according to
laws of the jurisdiction governing the parent-child relationship prior to the
removal or retention. There is a raft of international and domestic laws and
regulations designed to decrease the incidence of parental child abduction and
to offer legal relief to ‘left-behind parents’ whose children have been parentally
abducted. Parental child abduction is not a new phenomenon. However, it
only began to be regarded as a legal and social problem in the 1970s, in the
wake of growing public concern regarding child welfare and issues which
were traditionally considered private affairs, such as family violence (Greif
and Hegar 1993). Much of the early research which posited parental child
abduction as an important social issue grew from the American legal and
psychosocial context (e.g. Bodenheimer 1977; Terr 1983; Agopian 1984;
Sagatun and Barrett 1990).
International parental child abduction—that is, parental child abduction
occurring over national borders—is an increasingly common corollary of
the rise of internationalisation, forces of globalisation and accompanying
human mobility between nationalities, ethnicities and cultures.4 Certainly,
these factors have affected Japanese citizens’ work, education, travel and
leisure choices, and have inspired the flow of people across its borders in an
unprecedented way. Transnational relationships are increasing. The number
of marriages in Japan where one spouse is of a nationality other than Japanese
increased five-fold between 1965 and 2014, from 4,156 to 21,130 (Ministry of
Health, Labor and Welfare 2014, Table 9.18).
This trend is reflected at a judicial and administrative level in Japan: the total
number of new international family law cases handled by Japanese family
3
4 For further discussion of the concepts of internationalisation and globalisation as they relate to Japan, see
Breaden and Stevens 2014. For discussion on the effect of globalisation on citizenship and nationality, see
Rubenstein 2007.
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courts has grown from 5,726 in 2000 to 8,441 in 2014, representing a 47.4%
increase (Supreme Court of Japan 2000, 26; Supreme Court of Japan 2014, 30).5
Of those cases, the number identified as involving the designation of physical
custody of a child and related issues, or the designation or alteration of legal
custody of a child, increased from 656 to 1295, representing a 97% increase
(Supreme Court of Japan 2000, 26; Supreme Court of Japan 2014, 30). The
total number of cases of the same designation (international and domestic)
handled by Japanese family courts in the same period rose 79% (Supreme
Court of Japan 2000, 6–7; Supreme Court of Japan 2014, 8–9). This difference
does not necessarily indicate that the actual number of international custody
disputes is increasing at a faster rate in Japan, but it does establish that these
cases are rapidly becoming more visible at an institutional level.
It should be noted that these statistics are only indicative of a potentially much
larger issue, as the vast majority of divorces in Japan are completed by consent
and without the involvement of the family courts or other third party: the
requisite paperwork is simply completed by the parties and filed with the
local government office (Jones 2007, 205; Tsuneoka 2013, 40). These divorces
by consent are known as kyōgi rikon (協議離婚)6, and constituted 87.4% of
divorces in Japan in 2014 (Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare 2014, Table
10.4). It follows that the overall number of children of failed international
relationships would be much greater than the number of judgements and
mediations for these types of cases. Also, these figures do not necessarily
reflect divorces involving Japanese citizens that are concluded overseas.
The number of children parentally abducted to and from Japan is unknown.
Up until recently, there has been no formal mechanism for recording
abduction cases in Japan, and governments of other countries have relied on
reports made voluntarily to them by aggrieved parents. As of 2013, the United
States counted 100 active cases of abduction to Japan involving more than
140 children (U.S. Department of State 2013). There were also reported to be
at least 37 British nationals involved in parental abduction cases to Japan as
at 2013 (Ryall 2013), and 33 cases of reported abductions of French children
to Japan (Vaulerin 2013). In Australia, there are reports of up to 15 children
having been abducted to Japan (Australians with Abducted Children 2013).
While the precise number of international parental child abduction cases is
unclear, there is evidence that they are becoming more frequent. The U.S.
Embassy in Japan (2010) reported that the number of international parental
child abductions to Japan tracked by the United States, the United Kingdom,
Australia, Canada and France indicated that parental child abductions to
Japan from these five countries had almost doubled in the previous two years,
and more than quadrupled in the previous four years.
These figures may not reflect the true magnitude of the issue, when it is
considered that the overwhelming majority of transnational marriages in
Japan involve individuals from countries outside North America, Australia and
Europe. In 2014, non-Japanese brides hailed from China and the Philippines
4
5 In Japan, international family law cases are defi ned as judgements or mediations (調停) in which at least one of
the parties is non-Japanese.
6 Th is and other Japanese terms used are listed in a glossary at the end of this paper.
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in 40.1% and 20.0% of cases respectively, while non-Japanese husbands
were most commonly Korean (North and South), accounting for 27.7% of
transnational marriages with Japanese wives in the same year (Ministry of
Health, Labor and Welfare 2015, Table 9.19; Ministry of Health, Labor and
Welfare n.d.). The predominance of these particular pairings is reflected in
the numbers of international divorce-related cases handled by the family
courts in Japan. In 2014, cases involving a Filipina wife and Japanese husband
accounted for 381 of 1,949 international divorce-related cases (approximately
19.5%), while cases involving a Chinese wife and Japanese husband accounted
for 265 cases (approximately 13.5%), by far the highest-ranking pairings
amongst the tallied cases (Supreme Court of Japan 2014, 50). In cases
involving non-Japanese husbands, disputes between South Korean husbands
and Japanese wives were the most common, accounting for 87 cases of the
1,949 international divorce-related cases (approximately 4.4%). The incidence
of parental abduction cases within these groups is unknown.
Given the lack of rigour in the reporting of international parental abduction
cases, it can be difficult to distil any significance from a comparison of
abductions to and from Japan with international parental abduction figures
globally. However, to provide context, the Hague Conference reported in its
most recent statistical analysis in 2011 that the number of return applications
(the request to have a child returned) registered in 2008 by 60 of its then 81
contracting states was 1,961, involving 2,705 children (Hague Conference
on Private International Law 2011, 5, 6 and 10). These statistics are heavily
qualified by the fact that they do not account for abductions within state
borders or where return applications were made under other inter-country
agreements (2011, 5).
Japan’s management of international parental child abduction cases involving
its citizens has attracted sharp criticism from the international community
for many years. Despite there being some public interest in parental child
abduction involving Japan at an earlier stage (e.g., Buckland 2006), it is arguable
that the issue did not gain full public attention until 2009, when Tennessee
resident Christopher Savoie was arrested and spent eighteen days in jail in
Fukuoka, Japan, on suspicion of attempted abduction of his two children from
his Japanese ex-wife, Noriko Savoie (Lah 2009). Noriko Savoie had removed
the children to Japan from the United States in violation of a Tennessee court
order granting Christopher Savoie rights of access (Warner 2010, 50). The facts
of the Savoie marriage, divorce and custody dispute are, like any, complex and
nuanced, but the story gained international coverage and was framed by the
English-language media in simplified terms as a battle between American and
Japanese law and culture (e.g., Saltzman 2009). Christopher Savoie was not
the first left-behind parent to be arrested in these circumstances, but his case
was credited with raising public awareness internationally and precipitating
increased diplomatic pressure on Japan to address cases of custody disputes in
a more balanced way (Saltzman 2009; see also Toland 2011).
Japanese society has often been described by English-language media as a
“black hole” (e.g., Jones 2011b; Willacy 2012) or “haven” (e.g., Birmingham 2011;
McCurry 2013) for parental abduction. Many commentators, predominantly
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in the mainstream western media, have lamented the dearth of legal avenues
available in Japan to left-behind parents to assist in locating children and
enforcing their custodial or visitation rights as recognised in another state
(Dingle 2011; Bramham 2013). In particular, Japan has been criticised for
protecting Japanese abductors and freezing out foreign parents from the lives
of their children (Buerk 2011). The criticism levelled at the Japanese legal
system’s handling of international parental child abduction cases has been
directed at two key areas: namely, the way parental abduction cases are handled
within the domestic legal system, and Japan’s engagement with international
law. In 2014, Japan became a contracting party to the Hague Convention of 25
October 1980 on the Civil Aspects of International Child Abduction (‘Hague
Abduction Convention’), which is the key legal mechanism in international
law to address the issue of international parental child abduction. This was an
important milestone in the management of parental child abduction by Japan
and provided a new focus for the narrative of this international social, legal
and political issue.

THE ROLE OF SOCIAL MEDIA IN INTERNATIONAL PARENTAL CHILD
ABDUCTION CASES
Despite its wide use in social, commercial and academic contexts, the
term ‘social media’ tends to defy conventional academic definitions due to
its disparate and evolving nature. It may be broadly understood as a set of
mobile and web-based platforms which allow users to generate and share
online content for the purpose of collaborating and building networks and
communities, with the potential for connecting with a larger audience (El
Ouirdi et al. 2014, 123).

Methodology
Case studies of parents involved in parental child abductions are a key
source of data in my larger research. The case of the Savoie family provided a
natural starting point for my case study selection, as it is very visible in both a
discursive and practical sense. The case is widely cited and employed to frame
a narrative for the issue, at least in English-language media and academic
works that critically address the legal approach of the Japanese government.
The awareness raised by the Savoie case has also translated into increased
political and diplomatic pressure on Japan to change the way the Japanese
government handles cases of parental abduction. In this way, the case signifies
a turning point in the international history of the parental child abduction
issue. Many elements of the Savoie case were extraordinary. For this reason,
the case is a valuable source of information and can perhaps provide further
insight into the legal conditions in Japan, beyond its own specific set of facts
(see Flyvbjerg 2006, 229–33).
In selecting my other case studies, I have sought to provide a counterpoint
to the Savoie case by selecting cases that involve a range of legal systems and
traditions, countries and family relationships. I employ a thematic narrative
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analysis (see Riessman 2008, 53–76; see also Polkinghorne 1995 on the “analysis
of narrative”) to identify common threads and points of discord in the cases. I
further employ a narrative constructionist approach to connect the narrative
to the historical, political and sociocultural context (Esin et al. 2013, 203–
15).7 This approach is consistent with the sociolegal conceptual framework,
which seeks to contextualise legal developments rather than treating them
as self-contained subjects of analysis. My guiding thesis is that there are gaps
arising between the current state of Japanese divorce and custody laws and the
increasing internationalisation of marriage.
Some of my selected cases are easily located in mainstream media. Others
have attracted little or no publicity at all. While some left-behind parents may,
understandably, seek to protect their privacy, others wish to share their stories.
Social media is an enabler to fill the gap between the realities of international
parental child abduction and their portrayals in mainstream media, and can
offer another layer to an individual’s story. Analysis of the use of social media
in my selected case studies led to important additional findings as social
media performed the dual role of data collection tool and a site of narrative
enquiry (see Squire et al. 2014, 47–48).

Limitations of Social Media as a Research Tool
While social media is an important tool of contemporary activism (for further
discussion see Postmes 2007, 174–79), its usage is heavily tempered by disparate
individual circumstances (see Hargittai 2007). This study aims to highlight
the different ways in which parties to parental abduction employ social media
as an adjunct to the available legal options. It is beyond the scope of this study
to address correlations between individual circumstances and social media
usage, or to quantify or exhaustively categorise social media usage.
Social media can be conceptualised as a conduit through which individuals
present and inhabit a particular image of themselves (Manago et al. 2008).
This conceptualisation is a natural extension of the seminal work of Erving
Goffman on the presentation of the self (1959). Custody disputes have the
potential to firmly entrench parents in polarised positions, perhaps even
more so in cases involving Japan, given the ‘all or nothing’ custody scenario
often presented to parents under the family law, as elaborated upon below. It
is therefore important to view the social media sites produced in this context
with caution and accept that they may be, consciously or not, a presentation of
one parent’s version of events rather than an objective ‘truth’.

The Use of Social Media in Parental Child Abduction Cases
As well as filling in a gap left by mainstream media coverage, social media
content created by both individual and groups of left-behind parents,
including Facebook pages, tweets, blogs and online forums, assists to fill the
vacuum between the realities of international parental child abduction and
7 See Pavlenko (2007, 181) for discussion on the importance of context in discursive constructions that “shape
both the tellings and the omissions”.
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the legal solutions available to left-behind parents. While this gap creates
bitter disappointment, helplessness and despair at the outcomes achievable
through law, social media provides an extra-legal platform for left-behind
parents to connect and share information with other parents in the same
position, wherever there is internet access in the world. It also provides a
virtual space for them to continue to advocate for change, even though their
individual cases may be lost in legal terms. In some cases, content generated
by left-behind parents can play a complementary role to the legal process by
providing practical information to other left-behind parents regarding their
legal options.
One prevalent way that left-behind parents participate in social media is
by joining or subscribing to an online group. The Japan Children’s Rights
Network (also known as CRN Japan) is an early example of this type of
group. Established in 2003, its stated mission is to “disseminate information
to help change attitudes and laws in Japan in order to assure all children of
direct, meaningful and continuing contact with both parents, regardless of
citizenship, marital status or gender” (The Japan Children’s Rights Network,
n.d.[a]). The group provides a multitude of online resources for left-behind
parents, including information on Japanese family law and the practicalities of
pursuing custody rights in Japan (such as assessments of local lawyers), as well
as a web-based service to assist children in contacting left-behind parents and
a space for online discussion. The group also plays a role in assisting parents
who suspect their children are about to be abducted by providing information
about travel restraining orders and other preventative measures. While not
holding itself out as a legal advisor, in the provision of this type of practical
assistance the group offers quasi-legal support to parents who may not be able
to afford legal advice or may have run into dead-ends in their cases. In this
way, it represents an important extension of the legal process.
While CRN Japan has a strong advocacy and legal focus, other groups such
as Left Behind Parents Japan, formed via a social networking portal (Meetup.
com), are more social, encouraging parents to join and co-operate with one
another. Left Behind Parents Japan was started by a Japanese citizen, Masako
Akeo, herself a left-behind parent after her Japanese husband abducted their
child from their home in Canada (Akeo 2010). The group arranges social
functions in Tokyo, as well as events to lobby for changes to the law in Japan.
At last count in May 2016, the group had 163 members.
There are also groups who publish their sites in Japanese, such as Chūbu
kyōdōshinken hōseika undō no kai (中部共同親権法制化運動の会; Chubu Joint
Custody Association for Legislating of Joint Custody and Joint Nurture), and
Kyōdōshinken undō nettowāku (共同親権運動ネットワーク) or K-netto (Kネッ
ト), which translates as ‘Joint Custody Action Network (K-net)’ (Chūbu 2016;
Kyōdōshinken n.d.). Compared to the Japan Children’s Rights Network and
similar groups with sites in English (and presumably a large member base
of non-Japanese parents), these groups focus on advocating for change to
domestic custody laws and local law reform activity, rather than detailing
individual cases. This could be due to the fact that sole custody and minimal
visitation are accepted as the social norm in Japan and reflected in the extant
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legal system, and case studies are therefore not effective tools in advocating
for change. Nevertheless, these sites also represent an attempt to intervene
in the social and legal status quo with respect to the child custody system in
Japan, of which the Hague Abduction Convention is only one part.
In addition to social media groups, the online activities of individual leftbehind parents and their supporters can also provide an outlet for advocacy
and support. Christopher Savoie is a regular user of Twitter (https://twitter.
com/cjsavoie) and uses his account to post articles in English and Japanese
about parental child abduction. He also uses it to convey messages to
his children and ex-wife in Japan (although whether they ever see them is
unknown). Then there are some more lateral approaches to the use of social
media in parental child abduction cases. For example, a Twitter account in
the name of Ashleigh Mojica Laws, (https://twitter.com/ashleighmojica), aged
1, appeared just a few months after her Filipina mother failed to return her
to the United Kingdom after a holiday to the Philippines (Evening Chronicle
2011; Laws 2011). The Japanese connection to this case involved an allegation
made by Ashleigh’s father that her mother had been encouraged to abduct the
child by a Japanese friend, as per the “Japanese playbook” on abduction (The
Japan Children’s Rights Network, n.d.[b]). Ashleigh is described in her Twitter
profile as a “victim of international parental child abduction”. The activity on
the account was short-lived, but the creation of a social media account in the
name of a baby who has no autonomy could be an attempt to garner sympathy
for her father, either by himself or by a third party on his behalf.
The public forums provided by sites such as The Japan Children’s Rights
Network website provide a mechanism for left-behind parents to tell their
stories and act as a conduit for information between left-behind parents and
their children. They also have a coercive effect on the parent retaining the
child; that is, they provide a kind of virtual bargaining chip for left-behind
parents. By posting stories of parental child abduction and pictures of abducted
children and their abducting parent, these sites act as an extra-legal form of
pressure on abducting parents. The Japan Children’s Rights Network details
international and domestic abduction cases in which the abducting parent has
contacted the organisation to request that information be removed, and where
contact has been restored between the left-behind parent and their child on
condition that the information is removed from the site (The Japan Children’s
Rights Network n.d.[d]). The very nature of these cases means there is a lack
of identifying details. This is a clear example of the power of social media
to—wrongly or rightly—name and shame, and feeds into its use as a type of
virtual scarlet letter. Such usage has come to academic (e.g., Solove 2007) and
popular (e.g., Ronson 2015) attention in recent years.
While those parents and supporters advocating for change to the way parental
abduction is handled in Japan are clearly visible in social media, there are
other individuals and groups who advise caution in changing Japan’s approach
to custody disputes. Some groups in opposition to Japan joining the Hague
Abduction Convention took to social media prior to Japan eventually joining
the treaty in 2014. One of these groups is the Safety Network for Guardians
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and Children (ハーグ条約加盟に反対する会), which set up its website in 2011
(Safety Network for Guardians and Children 2012). Another group of this
kind is Hāgu ‘ko no dasshu’ jōyaku no hijun ni shinchō na kentō o motomeru
shimin to hōritsuka no kai (ハーグ「子の奪取」条約の批准に慎重な検討を
求める市民と法律家の会; ‘Association of Citizens and Lawyers Requesting
Careful Consideration with Respect to the Ratification of the Hague ‘Child
Abduction’ Convention’) (Hāgu 2011). Both groups set out to register their
concern regarding the signing of the Hague Abduction Convention by Japan,
particularly with respect to the treatment of victims of family violence under
the treaty. This concern echoes a large body of work in western legal theory
which criticises the Hague Abduction Convention for not taking due account
of the risks posed to abused spouses (e.g., Kaye 1999; Weiner 2004; Shetty and
Edleson 2005).
Individual parents who have abducted their children have also used social
media to tell their stories and explain their actions. Mika Yamashita is
a Japanese citizen who started a blog under the name ‘Marinko’ in 2008
about her marriage to an Australian man in Australia, and their divorce
and subsequent protracted custody dispute over their three daughters under
Australian law.8 She ultimately abducted the children from Australia to Japan
in February 2009. Her blog was eventually published as a book in Japan in 2010
(私が誘拐犯になるまで; ‘I was Driven to Abduction’) (Yamashita 2010). On the
blog, and eventually in her book, Yamashita writes of her feelings of isolation
while in Australia, her ex-husband’s abusive and threatening behaviour and
her frustration with the Australian legal process. Importantly, she also writes
of her shock at the concept of shared parental authority under Australian law
which meant she was essentially tied her to ex-husband until the children
reached adulthood (Yamashita 2010, 59).
The staking out of moral territory on the internet by groups and individuals
on both sides of the issue highlights the complexity of this social, legal and
political problem and the careful attention required when analysing social
media sites with respect to this sensitive issue.

The Significance of the Use of Social Media in Parental Child
Abduction Cases
The use of social media in these cases is important for a number of reasons.
Firstly, it provides a common thread for left-behind parents to communicate
with each other. While some left-behind parents have the capacity to attract
mainstream media attention to their cases, the overwhelming majority
(should they wish to) do not, but the chances that they have access to some
form of social media are far greater.9 In this way, social media is a leveller
and community builder. It also creates a virtual support group for disparate
parents whose paths may not have otherwise crossed due to restrictions on
time and travel.
10
8 http://ameblo.jp/kokusai-rikon/
9 According to the World Bank, 90.6% of people in Japan used the internet at least once in 2014. The Republic
of Korea had a usage rate of 84.4%, while China and the Philippines had a usage rate of 49.4% and 39.7%
respectively (The World Bank 2016).
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Secondly, social media is important in these cases due to their dynamic
nature. While a left-behind parent may have exhausted their legal options,
their story does not end there. Many will feel compelled to keep agitating
for their cause and looking to reach out to their lost children. Social media
is a vital mechanism for documenting these ongoing stories. This idea was
eloquently summed up by Scottish left-behind parent Douglas Galbraith,
whose two sons were abducted from the United Kingdom to Japan by his
Japanese wife. Douglas, an author, wrote a book entitled My Son, My Son: How
One Generation Hurts the Next [2013] about his experience of the abduction,
and likened his book to a “message in a bottle” to his children (Ross 2012,
par. 6). Being unable to communicate with his sons, he felt his book was one
way of potentially completing a “wide blank” in their lives at a later date and
possibly correcting other versions of the story they may have been told by
their mother (Ross 2012, par. 6). Not everyone has the resources and abilities
to pen a publishable commercial manuscript, but social media allows most
parents to try to fill the “wide blank” left by abduction for their children.
The use of social media sites, including genealogy websites, has resulted in
a “staggering number” of reunions between parents and children after years
apart in abduction cases worldwide (Dabbagh 2012, 140).
The idea of social media providing a virtual “message in a bottle” proved true
in the dramatic case of Chris Gulbraa. In August 2006 at the age of 15, Chris
returned to his American father, Michael Gulbraa, in Utah after being taken
to Japan from his home by his Japanese mother, Etsuko Tanizaki Allred, five
years earlier (Brown 2006). Chris and his brother, also named Michael, were
abducted to Japan by their mother on 28 November 2001. The couple had
been divorced for several years prior to that time and Etsuko had custody of
the children. The elder Michael had taken out a temporary restraining order
requiring the children to remain in Utah after becoming concerned for their
safety in the care of Etsuko’s new husband (Brown 2006). The order was still
in place at the time of the abduction (Gulbraa 2009). The father was awarded
custody of the boys in April 2002 (Brown 2006). Chris claims that after he had
been taken to Japan, his mother discouraged him from contacting his father,
but he was given a mobile telephone after he turned 15, which he used to send
text messages to his father. On the last day of the summer holidays in 2006,
Chris took a train from Kasugai to Osaka, where he went to the U.S. Embassy
and was provided with documents allowing him to return to the United
States, which had been arranged in advance by his father (Brown 2006). The
case was heavily documented by the Japan Children’s Rights Network website
and other internet sites. In particular, the Japan Children’s Rights Network
site provided the father with a space to provide a detailed account of his story,
accompanying which he posted a large number of legal documents regarding
the custody of his sons (The Japan Children’s Rights Network n.d.[c]). While
the father was reluctant to disclose the precise details of how Chris was
recovered to the United States, he reported that the internet documentation
played a significant role in the recovery (The Japan Children’s Rights Network
n.d.[d]).
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DIVISIONS WITHIN DIVISIONS: JAPANESE FAMILY LAW
As noted in the introduction to this article, custody laws in Japan are being
outpaced by changes in society arising from the creation and dissolution of
international families, and social media is utilised by concerned parties as
a way of bridging the gap. In this section, I examine the legal framework in
Japan that forms much of the background and the impetus for this social
media activity.
Japanese family law is contained in Book 4 (“Relatives”) and Book 5
(“Inheritance”) of the Civil Code (民法). While the family law provisions of
Japan’s Civil Code are predominantly modelled on French law, the historical
legal system known as ritsuryō (律令) in Japan, which has its roots in Chinese
legalism and Confucian ideals, has also been highly influential in the Japanese
understanding of the function of law (Mizuno 2014, 254). Under the ritsuryō
system, the law’s function is to facilitate administrative policy, rather than to
delineate the limits of authority; that is, it provides a less-prescriptive system
of law than is seen in the west, which limits the rights and obligations that
may be imposed on citizens (Mizuno 2014, 254). In family law, the ritsuryō
concept may be seen in the ability of citizens to execute personal changes in
status administratively, most notably through the family registration system,
known as the koseki seido (戸籍制度) (Mizuno 2014, 259).10
While the overall marriage rate in Japan has declined and the age of marriage
has risen in Japan since the 1970s (Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare
2015, Table 9.1; Piotrowski et al. 2015, 1042), Japan remains a society in which
formal legal or de jure marriage is the norm. De facto unions are still rare
(Piotrowski et al. 2015, 1042) and the rate of births out of wedlock is extremely
low, representing only 2.3% of the total of live births in Japan in 2014 (Ministry
of Health, Labor and Welfare n.d., 33). The rate of births outside wedlock was
similar in South Korea for 2014 (1.9%), but very low compared to 40.3% in the
United States in the same year (Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare n.d.,
33). The rate in the Philippines was also much higher than Japan in the same
period, at 50.3% (Philippines Statistics Authority 2016).
Japanese family law imposes divisions after family breakdowns that often
exclude the parent who does not reside with the child. Japanese and nonJapanese parents alike have struggled with the constraints of the Japanese
family law when trying to regain contact with their children and establish
custodial and visitation arrangements after their children have been taken by
the other parent. These constraints relate most prominently to the absolute
nature of parental authority after divorce and the conceptualisation of
visitation under Japanese law, both of which are discussed in detail below.
Japanese law does not recognise the concept of shared parental authority.
Under its Civil Code, both parents are deemed to have shinken (親権; parental
authority) over a child of the marriage until divorce, at which point it requires
that either one parent or the other be designated parental authority (art. 819).
12
10 For discussion on where Japan sits on the comparative legal scale of state intervention in family law matters,
see Blair and Weiner 2005.
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Shinken includes the power to make decisions about the child’s care, education
and place of residence, as well as to represent the child in a legal sense, such
as entering into contracts on the child’s behalf (arts. 820, 821 and 824). From
this broad pool of shinken powers, it is possible to separate physical custody,
called kangoken (看護権), which encompasses the power to make decisions
regarding the child’s care, residence and education, from legal custody (still
called shinken in this more limited, residual sense), which entails the power
to enter into contracts, manage inheritances and dispose of real property in
the child’s name. In this way, upon divorce each parent can be vested with
one of these two types of custodial authority (Bengoshi hōjin 2014, 174). Even
so, actual cases where custody is split in this way are rare in Japan. According
to the Annual Report of Judicial Statistics (司法統計年報) compiled by the
Supreme Court of Japan, out of the 18,246 cases in which the mother was
allocated shinken by way of mediation or judgement in 2014, only 36 cases
also involved a designation of kangoken to the father (Supreme Court of Japan
2014, 43). Out of the 2,002 cases in which the father was allocated shinken that
year, only 122 also involved a designation of kangoken to the mother (Supreme
Court of Japan 2014, 43). The mechanism of splitting kangoken from the
broader pool of shinken powers may be regarded as a function of pre-war law,
under which it was sometimes considered appropriate to allow mothers to
continue to physically provide care for children after divorce, even though
there was a preference for granting legal custody to fathers and continuing the
formal patrilineal relationship (Jones 2007, 216).
The Japanese system of family law, which designates sole parental authority to
one parent or the other upon divorce, can be viewed as intrinsically tied to the
koseki seido (family registration system). The koseki seido is historically linked
to the ‘household system’, or ie seido (家制度), which is characterised by stemfamily relations and the value ascribed to lineage, and is widely considered
to have its origins in feudal traditions and Confucian values of filial piety
(see White 2002; Ronald and Alexy 2011). The koseki seido also plays a key
role in defining one’s self as Japanese. It was a precursor to the modern legal
definition of nationality and was the sole mechanism of establishing legal
status as Japanese until the introduction of the Nationality Law (国籍法) in
1899. Today, in the majority of cases it is not possible to establish Japanese
nationality without a family record, or koseki (戸籍) (Chapman 2011). Noncitizens cannot register their own koseki. Japanese registrants tend to attach
subjective meaning to their formal, administrative family as set out in their
koseki, even where there may be a dislocation between the dynamics of the
registered family and its social reality (Krogness 2011, 65). This attachment is
an important consideration when analysing the issue of international parental
child abduction in Japan from a social, political and legal perspective: children
of Japanese citizens are viewed as belonging to a Japanese family’s koseki,
and the parent who retains shinken with respect to the child after divorce
(whether inclusive of kangoken or not) retains the right to include the child
in their koseki. This arguably creates a symbolic barrier to the idea of shared
custody or custody by the non-Japanese spouse in the case of a breakdown in
an international marriage.
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While the custom of the father taking custody after divorce continued up until
the mid-1960s, there is now a well-entrenched maternal preference in child
custody cases (Fuess 2004, 156–57; Costa 2010, 378). This reflects a transition
from concern with patrilineal integrity to a focus on the ‘best interests of the
child’. Mothers were granted custody in 92.5% of cases handled by family
courts in Japan in 2014 (Supreme Court 2014, 43); this figure is indicative
of how custody has been awarded in divorce cases over the past 50 years, as
the rate of paternal custody has not altered significantly during that time
(Bengoshi Hōjin 2014, 177). This means it is fathers who most often lose all
rights of custody upon divorce.
The predominance of sole custody in Japan brings the issue of visitation into
stark relief. While some divorce handbooks11 published in Japan describe the
non-custodial parent as having a “visitation right” (面接交渉権) (e.g., Baba
Sawada 2008, 61; Hiruta 2012, 92; Hiruta 2014, 106), whether the concept
holds any legal weight has been a matter of debate for many years (Jones
2007, 240–45; Kojima 2011, 90–102; Tsuneoka 2013, 57–58). In any event,
Japanese statute does not explicitly recognise visitation as a legal right (Jones
2007, 228–29). From 1 April 2012, an amendment to Article 766 of the Civil
Code took effect which requires couples divorcing by kyōgi rikon to state their
agreement on visitation and other contact, child support payments and other
matters concerning the care of the child on their divorce application. This
amendment represents the first time that post-divorce visitation or other
interaction between a child and their non-custodial parent has been referred
to in Japanese statute (Jones 2011b). Its effect has been limited, however, as
failure to comply with the requirements set out in Article 766 does not attract
any penalty, nor is it a barrier to obtaining a divorce (Hiruta 2014, 106). The
non-government organisation Kizuna Child-Parent Reunion reports that
compliance with Article 766 is as low as 50% (Kitagawa 2014). Separately, in
March 2013, the Japanese Supreme Court found that a court could impose a
fine on a custodial parent who failed to facilitate visitation when required to
do so by a court order or arbitrated decision.12 The fine for this kind of case is
relatively small: JPY50,000 (approximately AU$500) (Supreme Court of Japan
2013). While this may be a sign of progress for non-custodial parents involved
in the small percentage of mediated and adjudicated cases, it is nonetheless
only an indirect form of enforcement of visitation determinations, and noncompliant parents may simply pay the fine as a form of ‘efficient breach’ (Goetz
and Scott 1977) to maintain distance from the other parent.
Accordingly, for the majority of parents without shinken, the law effectively
prevents them from having a major presence in their children’s lives; they
become an “optional part” of their family (Jones 2007, 221). This plays out in
reality as a so-called ‘clean break’, where a child and their custodial parent
11 Divorce handbooks are self-help guides that are generally written by lawyers or legal scholars for popular
consumption and sold in major bookshops. They typically contain basic explanations of laws relating to divorce,
asset division and custody, practical information regarding the divorce process, advice on post-divorce life and
information regarding the impact of divorce on the parties’ koseki. Example titles of these types of handbooks
are ‘Easy to Understand! Divorce Procedure and Process’ [よくわかる！離婚の手続きとすすめ方] (Hiruta 2012)
and ‘Life’s Legal Issues Series: I Want to Ask a Lawyer! Divorce and Children Issues Q&A’ [暮らしの法律問題シ
リーズ 弁護士にききたい！離婚と子どもの問題] (Baba Sawada 2008).
12 In Japanese, the case name is Kansetsu kyōsei ni taisuru shikkō kōkoku kikyaku kettei ni taisuru kyoka kōkoku
jiken (間接強制に対する執行抗告棄却決定に対する許可抗告事件), which translates as ‘Permitted Appeal of
the Dismissal of an Appeal for the Execution of Indirect Enforcement.’
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have no contact with the non-resident parent. While this is certainly not a
rule, it is a kind of social norm in Japan and stands in marked contrast to the
family law systems of many other countries around the world in which the
concepts of shared parental authority and the nurturing of the parent-child
bond in the event of a family breakdown have emerged as vital tenets. These
countries include some of Japan’s treaty partners under the Hague Abduction
Convention, such as the United States of America, Australia, the United
Kingdom, Canada, the Scandinavian countries and Germany (see Rhoades
2002; Ryrstedt 2003; Tanase 2011). The concept of shared parental authority
is, however, by no means universal, nor is it consistently applied (for further
discussion see Blair and Weiner 2005).
The Japanese family law system, like many other family law systems around
the world,13 places importance on maintaining the status quo of a child’s
living arrangements despite a family breakdown. Given the absolute nature of
the custody law, it is critical for a parent wishing to be awarded custody under
Japanese law to first establish a pattern of caring for the child (Bengoshi Hōjin
2014, 176–77). In combination with the maternal preference, the risk faced by
fathers under the status quo preference is clear should the mother take the
child. One divorce handbook even goes so far as to suggest that fathers ask
their own parents to stay at the family home to watch the mother, and also
advises them to speak to the staff at the child’s childcare facility to warn them
of the risk of abduction (Bengoshi Hōjin 2014, 177–79).
Until the ratification of the Hague Abduction Convention, custody orders
issued outside Japan were not likely to assist a left-behind parent in navigating
their way through the constraints of the Japanese legal system in the case of
parental abduction. While Japanese courts can and have recognised foreign
custody orders,14 they are often not enforced (Jones 2007, 256–57). This may be a
reflection of the practical and logistical difficulties associated with enforcement
of international custody orders, but it is also due to the lack of legal measures
available against non-compliant parties and the reluctance of the police to
become involved in domestic disputes (Jones 2007, 256–57). A preference for
the status quo may also play a part. The effect is that even parents with full
custody of their child under a foreign law may have little or no parenting
authority under Japanese family law after their child has been taken to Japan
by the other parent (Jones 2007, 256–57).
13 The likely effect of changing a child’s circumstances is a factor to be considered alongside other factors
by courts determining matters involving the upbringing of a child under UK family law (Children Act 1989,
Section 1(3)(c)); for further discussion see Lowe and Douglas 2015, 409–10). A long-standing status quo
arrangement is often a significant factor in custody determinations by state courts in the United States, for
example in California (see Row 2015, §1.31; Waller 2008, 108). In Australia, it is an “additional consideration”
(as opposed to a “primary consideration”) to which courts must have regard (The Family Law Act 1985; Section
60CC (3)(d); for further discussion see Rathus and Alexander 2014, 383–84). The status quo is a consideration
in all of these jurisdictions, but its significance is consistently subject to the paramount consideration of the
best interests (as expressed under Australian and Californian law) or welfare (as expressed under U.K. law) of
the child. Japanese courts also apply a “best interests of the child” standard (see Jones 2007), highlighting the
complex nature of this seemingly simple concept.
14 Japan’s statute on confl ict of laws or private international law rules, Hō no tekiyō ni kansuru tsūsoku hō (法
の適用に関する通則法; Act on the General Rules of Application of Laws), provides that the legal relationship
between a parent and a child is to be determined by the child’s national law where that is the same as the
national law of either the father or mother’s national law, or in all other cases by the law of the child’s habitual
residence (art. 32). The Act also provides that where a person has two or more nationalities, his or her national
law shall be the country in which the person has habitual residence from among those states of which he or she
has nationality, or if there is no such country, the law of the state with which he or she is most closely connected.
Where one of those nationalities is Japanese, Japanese law shall be that person’s national law (art. 38).
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These elements of the Japanese domestic law combine to create an environment
in which some parents feel like they have no options but to turn to abduction.15
Very little incentive is provided under the law for custodial parents to encourage
or facilitate contact with the non-resident parent. By disproportionately and
absolutely favouring those parents with residence of their children, regardless
of how those living arrangements came about, the Japanese legal system is
open to being criticised for allowing custody disputes to become a “zero sum
game” (Jones 2014) or a case of “whoever abducts first wins” (先に連れて行っ
たもの勝ち) (Bengoshi Hōjin 2014, 177). In such an environment, it seems only
natural that the ‘losing’ party will seek some form of redress through extralegal forums when their legal avenues have been exhausted.

Engagement with International Law
Until recently, the difficulties faced by left-behind parents within the Japanese
legal system were compounded by the fact that Japan was not a party to the
Hague Abduction Convention, which is the key mechanism at international
law dealing with the issue of international parental child abduction. The
Hague Abduction Convention calls for the restoration of the pre-abduction
status of the child, with a view to having the issues of any substantive custody
dispute determined by a court in the child’s place of habitual residence in
accordance with its local laws (art. 1). Habitual residence is a legal concept
determined by reference to indicia such as shared parental intent and the
experiences of the child up to the point of the abduction (see Vivatvaraphol
2009). Without the Hague Abduction Convention, and in the absence of any
other international agreement on international child abduction, left-behind
parents can only try to assert their right of custody through the domestic legal
system of the country to which their child has been taken. For the reasons
discussed above, left-behind parents of children residing in Japan have often
faced insurmountable difficulties when trying to assert rights of custody,
including visitation, under the domestic legal system.
The Hague Abduction Convention was first drafted by the Hague Conference
on Private International Law on 24 October 1980 and put out for ratification
over 30 years ago. All G7 nations, with the exception of Japan, had ratified
the Hague Abduction Convention by 1995 (Hague Conference on Private
International Law 2014). This omission on the part of Japan was widely
reported in the English-language media both inside and outside of Japan (e.g.,
The Mainichi 2013; McCurry 2008; Sekine 2013). Japan’s neighbours Thailand,
Singapore, Russia and South Korea ratified the Hague Abduction Convention
in 2002, 2010, 2011 and 2012 respectively (Hague Conference 2014). The Hague
Abduction Convention also applies in the Special Administrative Regions of
Hong Kong and Macau, entering into force there in 1997 and 1999 respectively
(Hague Conference 2014). The People’s Republic of China and the Philippines,

15 There are no statistics on the number of domestic parental child abductions in Japan. The Supreme Court of
Japan acknowledges that a portion of the applications made in Japanese family courts each year for the handover (引渡し) of children are cases of parental abduction (Supreme Court of Japan 2005; see also Jones (2011a)).
Jones notes that the hand-over disputes which reach court represent only a small number of the overall disputes
each year (2011a, 51). In 2014, the Japanese family courts handled a total of 2,074 applications for the hand-over
of children (Supreme Court of Japan 2014, 57).
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however, are not signatories to the Hague Abduction Convention which is of
significance given the high number of marriages between nationals of Japan
and these two countries.
In May 2011, the government of Japan announced its intention to join the
Hague Abduction Convention, and signed and ratified the treaty on 24
January 2014. The Hague Abduction Convention entered into force in Japan
on 1 April 2014, and legislation governing its implementation took effect the
same day.16

EMERGING TENSIONS IN JAPANESE CASES
The Japanese Ministry of Foreign Affairs is considering the implementation of
the Hague Abduction Convention a success so far, noting a drop in reported
abductions between 2013 and 2014 (Masangkay 2015). While the signing of
the treaty was a significant step towards legal, social and cultural change
for Japan, some commentators have been subdued in their assessment of
developments to date, including U.S. Congressman Christopher Smith, who
is a vocal advocate for American left-behind parents and believes Japan has
been too slow in responding to international abduction cases (Slavin 2015).
Japan returned its first child under the Hague Abduction Convention in
October 2014. In that case, the boy’s Japanese mother had taken the child
to Japan from his home in Germany in June 2014 without the consent of his
German father. After the father made an application for the return of the child
under the Hague Abduction Convention, the Japanese Ministry of Foreign
Affairs was able to mediate an agreement between the parties for the return
of the child.
The much-anticipated first ruling by a Japanese Court with respect to a
return application under the Hague Abduction Convention was made on 19
November 2014. The case involved a Japanese couple and their four-year-old
daughter who had been living in Sri Lanka since February 2013. The mother
had taken the child to Japan for a temporary visit in June 2014 and failed to
return to Sri Lanka. The father’s return application was heard by Chief Justice
Shinichi Ōshima of the Osaka Family Court, who ruled that the daughter
be returned to Sri Lanka (Abe 2014). The mother appealed the ruling to the
Osaka High Court but it upheld the lower court’s decision on 30 January 2015
and the child returned to Sri Lanka in April 2015 (Ito 2015). In March 2015,
the first application under the Hague Abduction Convention concerning an
international union, that is one involving a non-Japanese parent, came for
judicial ruling before a Japanese court. In that case, the Japanese mother
had married the Turkish father in Turkey and had continued to live there
after the birth of their child. The mother returned to Japan with the child in
December 2014, prompting the father to make an application for the child’s
return under the Hague Abduction Convention. On 20 March 2015, the Tokyo
17
16 In Japanese, this legislation is Kokusaiteki na ko no dasshu no minjijō no sokumen ni kansuru jōyaku no
jisshi ni kansuru hōritsu (国際的な子の奪取の民事上の側面に関する条約の実施に関する法律; Act for
Implementation of the Convention on the Civil Aspects of International Child Abduction).
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Family Court ordered that the child be returned to Turkey (The Mainichi
2015). These rulings are historically and legally important as they represent
the first rulings under the Hague Abduction Convention in Japanese courts,
include an appellate court. They are also culturally and politically significant,
as they demonstrate that the Hague Abduction Convention can be effectively
implemented in Japan, and they could be construed as the first steps in
dismantling its reputation as a “black hole” for parental abductions.
No official figures have been published by the Japanese government regarding
the number of cases addressed since the Hague Abduction Convention
was implemented, so it is difficult to make an objective assessment of its
effectiveness so far. It does seem, however, that a major source of discontent
for left-behind parents has arisen in the way that applications for visitation
under the Hague Abduction Convention are managed by Japan. According to
a report in The Japan Times, Japan received 86 applications for visitation under
the Hague Abduction Convention from April 2014 to August 2015 (Kameda
2015). Of these, 67 were in relation to children removed to or retained in Japan
(Kameda 2015). In response to applications for visitation, Japan announced
it would implement a system of visitation via video conferencing to address
applications for visitation under the Hague Abduction Convention (Kameda
2015). These video conferences would be monitored by an independent social
worker who has the authority to intervene if they deem it necessary to do so
(Kameda 2015). The Japanese branch of the Geneva-based non-governmental
organisation International Social Service is contracted by Japan’s Ministry of
Foreign Affairs to provide the independent social workers to facilitate such
visitation under the Hague Abduction Convention (International Social
Service Japan, n.d.).
‘Virtual visitation’ is not a new concept. It has been ordered in child custody
cases around the world since the late 1990s (Knoetze 2013) and it does seem
a positive move towards the use of new media to link people in different
countries. The use of an independent third-party monitor as standard,
however, is a concept novel to Japan. While this is better than having no
visitation at all, this type of limited and monitored contact is regarded as
unnecessarily punitive and suggestive of wrongdoing by some left-behind
parents (Masangkay 2015). Such critics have pointed out that supervised
access is typically ordered in western legal systems in cases of family violence
or where the visiting parent has problems with substance abuse or mental
illness (Masangkay 2015). Its use in situations where abduction is a risk is,
however, also well established in both western legal systems and in Japan
(e.g. Pearson and Thoennes 2000; Hiruta 2012, 92; Kajimura 2013, 248–51).
The tyranny of distance in international custody cases means that parents
may have to adjust their understanding of what counts as a visit with their
child and accept the assistance offered by technology. Nevertheless, the value
of this type of access must be questioned when it does not promote genuine
communication between the parent and the child and is not supplemented by
physical meetings (see Doucet 2011).
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The issue with respect to virtual visitation may be seen as an extension of
the existing problem of dislocation between the nature of visitation as it is
understood in Japan and how it is recognised in many other countries.
Visitation, when ordered or agreed upon in Japan, tends to be ‘minimalist’;
that is, of relatively short duration (no more than two or three hours) and
limited in frequency (monthly or bimonthly), and in contentious cases may
involve only a formal meeting at a designated family centre (Tanase 2011,
579–80).17 This virtual visitation issue is also indicative of the wider challenges
faced by Japan in navigating the lingering tension between its domestic
family law and the more liberal approaches to custody and visitation of many
of the other Hague contracting states.18 This unresolved tension means that
many left-behind parents are disappointed with the outcomes they receive
through the legal options available to them. For many, social media provides
an opportunity for the expression of this disappointment, and the search for
solace and some form of resolution.

CONCLUSION
Social media platforms such as Skype and Facebook provide a readily
accessible means of communication to support the honeymoon phase of new
long-distance relationships, and help established families maintain ties across
great distances and national borders. Social media can, however, also support
and document the disruption of relationships. My examination of the use of
social media in cases of parental child abduction can perhaps be seen in part
as belonging to this flipside: it is technology acting to support the downside of
international relationships.
In his fictional critique of social media networks, The Circle (2013), author Dave
Eggers discusses the “communion” found by those publicly documenting their
painful experiences. While the intense bereavement felt by left-behind parents
at the loss of their relationships with their children cannot be understated,
social media can have a positive effect in these cases by bringing people with
common issues together and potentially allowing parents to reconnect with
children who have been abducted or are otherwise lost in another country,
even though it may be many years later. It is one manifestation of a “virtual
community” (Castells 2001, 386–89) which has arisen from the greater
distribution of communications technology for public use.
Japan is at an important moment in its family law history as it increases its
connection to international family law through its implementation of the
Hague Abduction Convention, as seen in the first cases heard under the
treaty in Japan. The wider impact of these developments on Japan’s domestic
law, and its attitude to cases which do not fall under the Hague Abduction

17 In divorce cases determined in 2014 by family courts in Japan (by way of mediation or adjudication), weekly
and fortnightly visitation was provided for in approximately 7.1% and 8.1% of cases respectively; monthly
visitation was provided for in approximately 43.5% of cases; and overnight visitation was agreed upon or
ordered in approximately 7.1% of cases (Supreme Court of Japan 2014, 43).
18 For example, in Australia 29% of children with non-resident parents were reported to have met with that
parent either daily or weekly and 17% were reported to have met with that parent fortnightly in the 2012–13
period, while 43% of children were reported to have some degree of overnight contact with the non-resident
parent in the same period (Australian Bureau of Statistics 2015, Table 10).
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Convention, is yet to be seen. For now, social media is used by individuals
affected by international custody disputes to reach out to others and seek
assistance, whether as a left-behind parent, an abducting parent or a parent
concerned about the potential for abduction in the future. This is important
in the case of abductions involving Japan, given the dislocation between its
family law and the varying expectations held by parents involved in abduction
cases as to the way the custody of their children ought to be managed. This
dislocation is not limited to international cases, with Japanese parents also
expressing disillusionment at the state of the law in Japan governing domestic
custody cases. By connecting these groups, social media facilitates a subtle but
substantive form of internationalised communications.
While much of the content produced and shared via social media may
seem prosaic, in the case of international parental child abduction, it allows
a disparate group of people with a specific and urgent issue to locate each
other, subject to internet access around the world, and work together to share
information, seek and provide support, and move toward solving their specific
issues. In this way, social media helps to fill a void left by a legal system which
has not yet adapted to meet the needs of a changing and internationalised
form of family. It can provide a light for parents in an otherwise intractable
situation. Whether social media will continue to play this role depends in large
part on the way in which Japanese law and society responds to new conditions
of the family in society.

GLOSSARY
chōtei (調停)
mediation
hikiwatashi (引渡し)
hand-over (of children to the legally recognised custodial parent)
ie seido (家制度)
household system, characterised by stem-family relations and the value ascribed to
lineage, and widely considered to have its origins in feudal traditions and Confucian
values of filial piety
kangoken (監護権)
physical custody
kokuseki hō (国籍法)
Nationality Law
koseki (戸籍)
family record
koseki seido (戸籍制度)
family registration system
kyōgi rikon (協議離婚)
divorce by consent
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mensetsu kōshōken (面接交渉権)
visitation right (lit., ‘visitation negotiation right’)
minpō (民法)
Civil Code
ritsuryō (律令)
system of codification of criminal and administrative/civil law with origins in
Chinese legalism and Confucian ideals
shinken (親権)
parental authority; also, legal custody (as opposed to physical custody)
shihō tōkei nenpō (司法統計年報)
Annual Report of Judicial Statistics compiled by the Supreme Court of Japan

APPENDIX: LIST OF RELEVANT LAWS/TREATIES AND ADVOCACY
GROUP WEBSITES
Laws/Treaties
Act for Implementation of the Convention on the Civil Aspects of International
Child Abduction [国際的な子の奪取の民事上の側面に関する条約の実施に関する法
律], act no. 48 of 2013
http://www.japaneselawtranslation.go.jp/law/detail/?id=2159&vm=04&re=01
(Japanese and provisional English translation)
Act on the General Rules of Application of Laws [法の適用に関する通則法], act no.
10 of 1898
http://law.e-gov.go.jp/htmldata/H18/H18HO078.html (Japanese)
https://sydney.edu.au/law/anjel/documents/ZJapanR/ZJapanR23/ZJapanR23_20B_
Okuda_Anderson_Translation.pdf. (English)
Civil Code (Japan) [民法], act no. 89 of 1896
http://www.moj.go.jp/content/000056024.pdf (Japanese and English)
Convention of 25 October 1980 on the Civil Aspects of International Child Abduction
https://assets.hcch.net/docs/e86d9f72-dc8d-46f3-b3bf-e102911c8532.pdf
Nationality Law (Japan) [国籍法], act no. 147 of 1950
http://www.moj.go.jp/MINJI/kokusekiho.html (Japanese)
http://www.moj.go.jp/ENGLISH/information/tnl-01.html (English)

Advocacy Group Websites
Chūbu kyōdōshinken hōseika undō no kai [中部共同親権法制化運動の会]
Chubu Joint Custody Association for Legislating of Joint Custody and Joint Nurture
http://chubu-kyoudousinken.com/
Hāgu jōyaku kamei ni hantaisuru kai [ハーグ条約加盟に反対する会]
Safety Network for Guardians and Children
http://hague-dv.org/
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Hāgu ‘ko no dasshu’ jōyaku no hijun ni shinchō na kentō o motomeru shimin to
hōritsuka no kai [ハーグ「子の奪取」条約の批准に慎重な検討を求める市民と法律家の会]
Association of Citizens and Lawyers Requesting Careful Consideration with Respect
to the Ratification of the Hague ‘Child Abduction’ Convention
http://hague-shincho.com/
Kyōdōshinken undō nettowāku [共同親権運動ネットワーク] or K-netto [Kネット]
‘Joint Custody Action Network (K-net)’
http://kyodosinken.com/
Left Behind Parents Japan
http://www.meetup.com/Left-Behind-Parents-Japan/
The Japan Children’s Rights Network (CRN Japan)
http://crnjapan.net/The_Japan_Childrens_Rights_Network/Welcome.html
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